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SUCCESS!
High Court of Justice issues provisional order in our
petition against antisemitic legislation

Our battle to repeal Jordanian Law #40 continues to make progress through
the judicial system. Following a lengthy and intensive hearing, the High Court
of Justice issued an order nisi (provisional order) requiring Minister of
Defense Gantz to explain why this racist law, which prohibits the sale of land
to Jews, is still being enforced in Judea and Samaria. Read more >>

Ongoing Activities

We submitted a comprehensive legal objection to the Civil Administration’s
policy of “whitewashing” pirate quarrying operations that are causing an
environmental catastrophe in Judea and Samaria. In an emergency Knesset
hearing, we exposed the dangers of this policy and confronted the Civil
Administration’s attempts to use opaque planning procedures to obscure the
issue. Watch our explanatory video | Read more>>

When a section of the security barrier in the Jerusalem perimeter caved in
after heavy rains, Regavim exposed the underlying cause: a massive illegal
Palestinian garbage dump that had been building in size and pressing on the
wall. We further exposed how the IDF “fixed” the problem: by dumping all of
the rubbish into a nearby stream - Nahal Prat. We initiated an urgent Knesset
plenum query, demanding answers and action: Who gave the order to pollute
the stream, and what legal steps have been taken against the illegal garbage
dump that caused the problem? Click for media coverage (Hebrew)>>

Destruction of archaeological treasures: In the past six months alone, Arabs
have built dozens of illegal structures that are blocking access to the
Hasmonean Palaces near Jericho. We initiated legal action when it became
clear that the Civil Administration, which had boasted about enforcement
action at the site, had demolished only one makeshift structure and left dozens
of illegal houses intact. Learn more, or see on-site footage >>>

Guess who’s footing the bill? It took the Civil Administration two years (!) to
repair the damage caused by a garbage dump created by the Ramallah

municipality in an abandoned quarry in Area C. The restoration cost hundreds
of thousands of shekels – but instead of charging the criminals, Israeli
taxpayers are paying the price of reversing the impact of this eco-terrorism.
Learn more here, or see our latest video, and media coverage (Hebrew) of the
case>>>

SUCCESS! Our untiring efforts resulted in the demolition of an illegal shop,
built by local Arab merchants on Route 57 between Shavei Shomron and
Einav. The store, built on a busy highway, was endangering the lives of
patrons and passing motorists, and was the first of what was to become an
illegal strip mall.

Policy and Parliamentary Affairs

Environmental free-for-all in the Negev: We participated in an important
Knesset hearing on the lack of environmental protection and enforcement in
the Negev, which has become Israel’s national dumping ground. We shared
documentation of massive, brutal environmental abuse, explained the
connection to organized crime, and discussed the deplorable understaffing of
environmental officers – 5 people who are responsible for an area comprising
60% of the country. See a clip of the hearing (Hebrew) or learn more about
Regavim's environmental protection efforts here>>>

Minister of Environmental Protection puts politics before facts: MK Yomtov
Kalfon submitted our plenum query about pollution - originating from the Arab
village Kfar Biddya - that is destroying Nahal Kana, one of the longest streams
in Samaria and a major tributary of the Yarkon River. Minister Zandberg didn't
let the facts get in the way of her political agenda... watch, or read more
here>>

We participated in a very significant session of the Knesset Land of Israel
Caucus, addressing issues of governance and sovereignty in the Negev. The
data and analysis we presented made it clear that if the plan to establish new
settlements is not accompanied by a very detailed implementation blueprint as
well as budgets for enforcement authorities – built in to the next five-year plan
for the Negev – the Negev may spiral even further out of control. Watch the
hearing (Hebrew) here>>>

We hosted MK Merav Ben Ari, Chairperson of the Knesset Public Security
Committee, for a tour of the Negev. Regavim participates in the committee's
hearings on a regular basis, presenting our findings and recommendations on
a host of issues that impact governance and land-use policy in the Negev. Ben

Ari asked us to share our view from the field to gain deeper insight into these
issues, and this tour was an opportunity for an in-depth, informative
exploration of the Negev’s unique challenges. Read more>>>

International Division

Public interest in Regavim's core agenda items has surged in recent months,
and our International Division presented facts and insights to journalists,
public influencers, students, jurists and Israel advocates, foreign
parliamentarians and the pro-Israel public worldwide. Don't miss out!:
Contact us to host a Regavim event.
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